
Abstrakt v anglickém jazyce:  

 

Incidence and management of muscle imbalances in physically active and inactive 

populations: 

Objective rehabilitation solutions for populations with nonspecific back pain 

 

 

Summary 

 

Totally 258 patients with chronic low back pain aged 51,5 +8,4 years were treated for three 

weeks in the Rehabilitation Centre focused on lumbar back pain. We observed incidence of 

muscle dysbalances and accomplished their exact objectiveness using the Tergumed system. 

We tried to compare and solve their mutual influence during the rehabilitation treatment. 

We compared differences between physically active and physically inactive population, the 

impact of total motivation,age and other factors on the improvement of strenght, motion, 

dysbalances and total pain relief.Significant improvement of movement and muscle strenght 

p <0,001 were documented on the Tergumed in three weeks.The physically active population 

and patients motivated.by using the Tergumed preferred active exercises to passive therapy. 

We also observed improvement in finger-floor distance and reduction of pain, documented by 

the visual analogue scale, decrease in body weight and cholesterol level (p <0,001). In three-

week observation nor significant changes in muscle dysbalance, neither their differences 

according to sex,age ,chronical diseases and personal habits were documented. 

No important changes in flexor and extensor relation and lateroflexis were proved.The 

improvement was documented only in rotators p 0,001. 

It was found out that the improvement of strenght and movement is faster than most sources 

had declared.The fact that the changes of dysbalances cannot be documented in the vast 

homogenious complex show, that it is necessary to consider dysbalances as a complex, is a 

problem.The above mentioned diagnostic and strenghtening system proved the changes in 

strenght and evidently motivated the patients. 

No inambiguous relation between mathematical calculation in dysbalance changes and both 

clinical and subjective improvement were proved.The reason could be the short time of 

observation. The complication and complex of dysbalances are also obstacles for their 

instrumental and mathematical consideration. 
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